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Learn about the human body from the inside out Every year, more than 100,000 degrees are

completed in biology or biomedical sciences. Anatomy and physiology classes are required for

these majors andÂ others such as life sciences and chemistry, and alsoÂ for students on a pre-med

track.Â These classesÂ alsoÂ serve as valuable electives because of the importance and relevance

of this subject's content.Â Anatomy and Physiology For Dummies, 2nd Edition, appeals to students

and life-learners alike, asÂ a course supplement or simply as aÂ guide toÂ this intriguing

fieldÂ ofÂ science. With 25 percentÂ new and revised content, including updated examples and

references throughout, readers of the new edition will come to understand the meanings of terms in

anatomy and physiology, get to know the body's anatomical structures, and gain insight into how

the structures and systems function in sickness and health.  New examples, references, and case

studies Updated information on how systems function in illness and in health Newest health

discovers and insights into how the body works  Written in plain English and packed with dozens of

beautiful illustrations, Anatomy & Physiology For Dummies is your guide to a fantastic voyage of the

human body.
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I would give this book 5 stars, except that its a "For Dummies" series book, so I want to caution that

its not really as simple a book as one might expect from the "Dummies" series (for me personally,

that alone would rank it another star!). Its really an excellent review resource. The author helps to

make the subject and facts palatable and offers excellent tips throughout to remember and keep



information straight (for example: think catastrophic when you hear catabolic, and you'll never forget

that catabolic reactions break things down!). I've been out of school for 15 years and needed a

refresher. This worked wonderfully well for that! However, if you expect to breeze thru this book like

other Dummies books I've read, you'll be disappointed. But if its help that you need in learning,

digesting and remembering A & P material, or if perhaps you're returning to school and need to

refresh your memory of this material again, you should love it!

Any book that describes cells as "private clubs" and that "molecules better be well dressed to get in"

and that ribosomes are the "bouncers who keep them out" should get six-stars in my

opinion.Brilliant writing, clever imagery, and excellent use of humor. I have no interest in much of

this stuff but I couldn't put the book down. A must read for any nursing/science student.

This is a great book for students of Anatomy and Physiology having trouble comprehending the

information in regular college textbooks. This is book helped me understand concepts that were

hard to understand in regular textbooks. I am a massage student and used this book along with

Anatomy and Physiology Study Guide: Key Review Questions and Answers with Explanations (Vol

1) (Vol 2) (ISBN: 0971999619)(ISBN: 0971999627),which is sold also on .com and got A's in my A

and P classes.

Pros:This book is very informative. I learned interesting Anatomy/Physiology facts within minutes.

The authors do a good job of explaining the different functions and systems of the body.Also, the

pictures in the color section are very well done. The titles of these drawings are as follows: Major

Bones of the Skeleton, Muscular System, Skin (Cross Section), Nervous System, Glands of the

Endocrine System, Heart, Arterial Components of the Circulatory System, Respiratory System,

Structures of the Respiratory Membrane, Digestive System, Stomach, Urinary System, Kidney and

Nephron, Lymphatic System, Reproductive System (Female and Male), and Prenatal

Development.It is useful that each section mentions diseases associated with the specific system

being discussed. In chapter 15, there is a good chart showing a quick view of age-related changes

in the body, broken up by system. It goes further than just listing symptoms, it gives the implications

of each change.This book even goes into reproduction and labor/delivery (both sections surprisingly

omitted by another anatomy book that I considered buying in the past).Cons:Some information and

language used can be on the technical side, making it hard to follow for a "dummy." I also wish that

the color photos were contained within the corresponding chapter instead of being grouped into one



area (in the middle) of the book.In conclusion, I find this book to be another great addition to the

Dummies series. However, be sure to READ the introduction. This part helps to give valuable

recommendations on how to fully digest this wealth of information without becoming too

overwhelmed.

Too frequently students today only read science writing in textbooks. This frequently turned

students off of science. I recommended reading the "For Dummy..." series in science, since

generally it represents good science writing. Most students don't even know they're such a thing is

good science writing.I recommended this book to my daughter who was taking a community college

anatomy and physiology course. This book didn't go into the depth of her textbook, but the college

textbook was generally boring and overly complicated. One could spend hour upon hour upon on a

few pages of the textbook, which would've been OK if you wanted to be a premed student. If you

feel your biology background isn't strong use this book. Also the book is much more interesting than

a college textbook and will help to cement the ideas in your mind. It is not a substitute for college

textbook. However, it is good to read something entertaining and comprehensible. Then read your

textbook. I agree with the one reviewer that it's not set up like a study guide. Most college textbooks

in anatomy and physiology now come with online study guides. Take advantage of online studying it

really helps. This book is set up like an entertaining read on anatomy and physiology. I read it and

found it interesting/enjoyable. I like good science writing and Donna Rae Siegfried is definately a

knowledgeable good science writer. Even if you are a good student, read this book to improve your

own ability to write science essays in a comprehensible manner. Again if you are looking for a study

guide with all the answers for your test, this is not the book. Use the online study guides for that. But

this book will make you glad you wanted to study anatomy and physiology. Highly recommended for

nursing students.
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